
LISTENING TOUR – FLORIDA, TAMPA

SUMMARY:

• Vision

Larry Lynn:  Vision – Please get alone with God and hear where He wants us to move forward.

Doyle Scott:  Vision – What direction and support and the International Executive Committee do 
for the Cocoa State Office?

Unidentified Speaker:  Vision - What is the common thread that will keep us moving forward?

James Aldridge:  Vision - God moves through people.  I don’t want to see us react to the 
pressures of the moment.  We need you as our leaders to give vision.  I don’t want man’s best 
solution, I want to hear from God and that will be through you.

• Theology

James Brewer:  Theology – The drift from the right to the left in our theological standings 
concerns me.  What is our stance on the Baptism of the Holy Spirit with the evidence of speaking 
in tongues?  Our emphasis on methodologies of other movements in Christendom concerns me.

• Finance

Bruce Flowers:  Finance – One of our larger churches has a “Ministry Tithe” and the “General 
Tithe” and I thought it was God’s tithe.  I need clarification on tithe in these economic times.  We 
should all play by the same rules.

Greg Richie:  Finance – We should all play by the same rules.  I’m in agreement with my brother 
who has already spoken.  Let’s be men of integrity.

Jack Cochran:    Finance - I believe in centralized government.  It’s not about money – I’ll do 
whatever the church decides.

Anthony McDaniel:  Finance – I submitted a proposal for the reduction of tithe to the General 
Offices because of the stress of the high costs of ministry.  The two most successful ministries 
in the U.S. do not send more than 5% to their host offices.  Churches also need to own their own 
property.



• General Assembly
Lanny Troler:  General Assembly; Replenishing Leaders; Trust; Structure - We seem to be an 
Us and Them church.  With your thoughts of not having the Opening Service where you speak 
at General Assembly, the congregants need to hear what you have to say.  This will assist in 
establishing trust.  Are we picking up more young ministers to carry on after this generation?  
Coordinating the offices in FL would be a very large responsibility for any one leader.

• Trust

Bob Lyons:   Trust - We are hearing nothing new today.  These issues have been around.  
These are systemic problems that are created by how we function.  We must re-establish trust.

• Structure
Degrando Franks:  Segregation – We are segregated in the State of Florida and that is a 
problem that must be addressed.

Theodore Ballard:  Segregation – We should amalgamate the Cocoa and Tampa offices.  Why 
should we have a “black” office in these days of wanting to reduce segregation issues?

Hosea Perez:  Segregation - The SEH territory has taken a first step in swapping churches with 
the black community.

Pastor Juan:  Segregation – We started an English ministry and it is bringing down all racial 
barriers.  We should embrace each other’s differences.

Bro. Marciel:  Segregation – The Hispanic church is breeding unity.  Each group has to retain 
his own identity and each group has their own style.  We should consider this discussion but 
analyze it carefully because there hasn’t been another organization that has survived moving too 
fast on this topic.  Much dialog is needed to maintain unity.

John Diamond:  Segregation – I believe that culture and identity is important.  We have to find a 
way to amalgamate and maintain our identity.  How can we keep identity and also have unity?  
Instead of three offices, bring all three offices under one roof could be a possibility.

Carlos Labras:  Segregation – We should be able to adapt to the Church of God framework and 
we must merge together.  The Latino population is very different depending upon where they 
come from – the Carribbean, Mexico, South America, etc.  

Jerry Pough:  General Assembly; Segregation – If we are an international church, why haven’t 
we had a General Assembly outside the United States?    Why is it that the overseers from the 
Cocoa Office are sent back to a local church instead of following on in the leadership tract?

Jonathan Walker:  Finance; Segregation – I believe strongly in the tithe of the tithe as the 



Scripture directs.  No one can afford tithing, but you can’t afford not to.  Integration in the church 
will be a costly endeavor and must be accomplished.  It begins in training our congregations 
about segregation to begin to lessen the effects of racial bias.

John Morgan:  Structure; Segregation; Finances; Trust - Are we truly an international church or 
a church in the United States with a large constituency overseas?  We should not highlight 
different ethnic groups but combine all and be one.  That is integration.  The committee could 
possibly be more sensitive to ethnicity in making appointments to achieve a balance.  You’ll get 
my tithe of tithe or my credentials.  We need some indication about what is happening financially 
at headquarters.  I applaud efforts to cut back.  This will help with trust.

Unidentified Speaker:  Segregation – I’ve not experienced any discrimination in the COG.  In 
addressing these issues please remember the unique cultures of every group and their 
importance in establishing guidelines.

Josh:  Structure; Resources; Mentoring – Our leadership in the state offices treat each other 
with respect and honor.  The Hispanic church has committed to plant 1,000 churches over the 
next 5 years.  We do have Hispanic resources through the Youth Department – you must ask.    
The generational gap should be addressed through a mentoring program.

James Andrews:  Segregation - There is great diversity and potential in the state of FL.  Do you 
foresee that this state will look this segregated in 20 years?

Carl Thomas:  Segregation; Doctrine – I want to hear the word “cooperation” on the topic of 
segregation.  I’m less concerned about the number of younger pastors and more concerned 
about the number of those who have not received the Baptism of the Holy Ghost.

• Mentoring

Tony:  Mentoring – I have always have mentors in my life and I believe the next generation 
needs a spiritual father in the church to provide for the generations to come.

• Camp Meeting

Clayton Watson:  Camp Meeting; Credentialing - My concern is that as we talk about engaging 
the younger pastor that we take demonstrative action and not just talk about this issue.  We will 
celebrate 100 years of Camp Meeting in FL this year.  My question is what will “they” celebrate in 
another 100 years?  Camp Meeting seems to be an antiquated concept.  We possibly should 
open up ordination for men at an earlier age.  Also, as we deem it necessary to include 
international representatives on our boards, maybe we should include this younger generation as 
well.

• Prayer



Unidentified Speaker:  Prayer - I don’t want to change what made the COG unique.  Don’t 
change it to fit me – we should change to fit Him.  Prayer is what is needed.
Unidentified Speaker:  Prayer; Missions - How should we pray for the leadership of our 
denomination?  Who do I relay questions regarding the mission field?

• Credentialing

Unidentified Speaker:  Credentialing - Our integrity has been attacked by the manner in which 
our education system was developed in efforts to bring in the next generation.  It was not done 
by the Minutes.

• Marketing

John Morgan:  Marketing - We are the best kept secret in town.  How can we improve our 
marketing in our local areas?

• Communication

Lanny Troler:  Communication - We are here as a voice for our congregations.  Our 
congregations feel disconnected.  How can we connect with them?

• Accountability

Unidentified Speaker:  Accountability – We need a “watchdog” to watch over the pastors and 
the monies of the church.  I wonder why a pastor may ruin one church and then reappointed to 
yet another church to ruin it as well.

Unidentified Speaker:  The COG has great heritage.  It is up to our generation to have the 
anointing.

Timothy McGain:  Opportunity is there if we make ourselves available.  We don’t want the 
opportunity that is available.  The next generation must be available.

• Youth



Unidentified Speaker:  Youth; Politics - Our young people are worldly and I am concerned 
about what we call youth leaders.    We seem to be isolated from the political issues of the day.  It 
seems that we could have more influence in the area of politics.

Unidentified Speaker:  The women’s ministries promote “cute” programs.  The Christian 
Education departments separate the families the minute they hit the doors of the church.  When 
will they learn to sit in church?

• Politics

Unidentified Speaker:  Polity – Can we look at our structure so that our prominent leaders 
could remain in their churches like in the Baptist denomination?

Bill Hendrix:  Doctrine - Our denomination was founded on the purpose of the Holy Spirit in the 
church.  Can we address this part of our doctrine?  Could we focus on the simple message of 
the Gospel more?

Unidentified Speaker:  What are the two or three top issues that the COG is facing now?

Unidentified Speaker:  Be strong and courageous!
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